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1. Introduction
1. Introduction
There is no specific and universal definition for the concept smart city as countries and their governments
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latest technologies of information and communication to create an entire system for resource-efficient and real time
city-related service providing in urban environments.
There are five main components that are essentially required to be in a smart city: modern information and
communication technologies, buildings, utilities and infrastructure, transportation and traffic management and the
city itself 2. Technically, smart city is about the cooperation between governance institutes and public and private
foundations to implement and deploy long-term computerized platforms that impose using modern technologies
including mobile cloud computing3, electronic objects, networks and intelligent decision-making methodologies.
Smart cities worldwide aim generally to handle the main challenges that currently face the globe such as climate
changes, limited resources, Urbanization and high population growth. Moreover, smart cities aim to secure
economic competitiveness in urban spaces and let urban citizens experience classier lifestyles 4. Concepts to become
smart are as different as cities themselves. In General, there are six dimensions or areas where cities can become
smarter: smart governance, smart economy, smart people, smart mobility, smart living and environment5 (Figure 1).
Smart city is not only about deploying smart platforms to perform city-related services efficiently, but it is a huge
concept that comprises several physical and electronic objects that interact and communicate

Fig. 1. Dimensions of Smart Cities

through wired and wireless networks. On the other side smart city is about several computer-related sciences that
are used along the whole smartening process such as artificial intelligence, cloud computing, embedded computing
and biometrics. In addition to the hired modern technologies that are considered the core of smart city entire
regulation such as RFID (Radio Frequency Identification System) and smart hand held devices (phones, laptops,
tablets, etc.). Clearly, smart cities are complex and interdependent huge systems and this leads to several political,
social, economic, and technical problems and challenges. Costs and funding, continuously changing population’s
needs, collaboration among stakeholders, people-friendly interfaces, interoperability, security and privacy are
examples for problems that face smart cities. In this paper, we focus on the security and privacy of smart cities since
Information security and data privacy are critical challenges that cause real harms if not well considered.
Insuring security in smart cities indicates protecting data, information and network from any attack and malicious
activity. However, there are security-related challenges that complicate security maturity in smart cities. Deployed
hardware and software to smart cities are usually released from their vendors without sufficient testing for cyber
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security. Using such insecure products may cause several hacks leading to filling the system with fake data, which
causes systems shutting down and service termination. To measure how smart a city is, we look at the level of
automation and computer systems it uses, in addition to the integration between its systems. This high integration
leads to operational interdependencies from the most critical systems to the simplest ones causing huge cascade
attack that can damage the whole infrastructure and communication. On the other side, smart cities face problems in
vulnerabilities assessment and response and recovering plans. Finally, taking care of security is costly and getting
enough budget requires long process in public sectors.
To sum up, security-related problems in smart cities are real and current and need instant considering and
analyzing. Thus, security, privacy and related issues are hot topics especially that smart city’s technologies and
systems are becoming very important to optimize cities and enhance the quality of life. In our paper, we are
considering several security and privacy concerns in smart cities. By data security, we mean data tendency to be
accidentally or intentionally affected by technical failures caused by attacks or malicious activities; and by data
privacy, we mean the ability to protect data from unauthorized accessing or re-using in addition to protect their
collection processes and all operations being run on them.
2. Related Works
Security and privacy are always hot topics to discuss. For smart city, security and privacy concerns are even more
important than they are for any technological phenomena because number of smart cities is increasing rapidly
worldwide. Thus, researchers must pay more attention so security and privacy concerns in smart cities in order to
enrich literature with more researches and studies in this regard. For our paper, we reviewed several valuable
researches that discuss security and privacy challenges and related issues.
In6, the authors present smart cities as state of the art gathering of information and communication technologies
and they discuss current urban problems and urban modern technologies. In addition to that, they clarify current
risks and uncertainties in smart cities by defining six scenarios of cities that are stated smart. The work in7 provides
information about requirements, benefits and challenges in the smart city research area. It also talks about the new
vision of Cloud of Things (CoT), which is the integration between the technology Internet of Things and the science
of Cloud Computing CC8; and it discusses how smart cities services can be provided based on Cloud of Things.
In 9, the authors examined security and privacy concerns through providing a model that represents the major
elements of smart cities (servers, people and things) and the interaction among them. In10, the authors discuss the
regulations on security and privacy violations and they state that these regulations do not suit the importance and
criticality of security and privacy issues.
It is known that smart cities provide huge benefits to the users, but at the same the users concern about their data
privacy that is transferred over non-secure channels. So, it is a must to secure the communication channels in order
to provide safe media to move data specially over wireless networks11, 12. In13, the authors discuss privacy trade-off
with smart city. They converse the down sides that smart cities might bring into our lives regarding the violations of
privacy that may occur. Users must pay huge attention to what they share and must know that once they share any
piece of personal data, it will not disappear. It is important to alert planners and analysts for the necessity of thinking
about protection against security vulnerabilities during the design of smart city. The cyber-infrastructure
technologies must be determined during design process to predict the smart city response.
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3. Security in Smart City
We mentioned that to mature a specific city from being connected to being smart is quite tricky and challenging
security-wise process as it implicates high level of dependency and connectivity across its layers
(data/information, technology, application, and infrastructure). In this section, we present main security challenges
and related violations that may occur in every layer of smartening a city.
3.1. Infrastructure Security
Several vulnerabilities and risks face cyber-physical infrastructure used in city smartening. However these modern
cyber-physical infrastructure systems are massively used, there is no satisfying insight for their vulnerabilities and
threats. Generally, intentional and accidental threats on smart city infrastructure-related security cause different
serious consequences according to city’s maturity and smartness. Thus, we present main encountered infrastructure
security-related threats and challenges. Urban infrastructure such as electricity supply, water distribution, streets,
buildings and others face several security threats in their specific cyber-physical components and systems such as:
 cameras: cities are full of private and public cameras which both are protected variably using encryption
protection and username/password protection. Reaching private or public cameras and having access on
them cause violation to individuals’ privacy and spying on governmental concerns.
 communication networks: cyber-physical objects are connected together along the smart city using several
communication technologies such as WiFi, 4G, RFID, GSM and others. Each of which has specific
security concerns that must be perceived during deployment and use of communication technologies.
 building management systems: designers and developers of such systems usually concentrate on the service
provided and disregard cyber security related issues. Thus, manufacturers of such systems do not uphold
these systems with notification options to notify users about security violations and do not respond to
vulnerabilities, which result in building management systems that are insecure and weakly protected;
 transport management systems: such systems face the most critical hacks as they cause catastrophes
especially when they happen to air traffic systems or trains control systems. Moreover, they cause huge
traffic jams that may last for hours by hacking control systems of traffic lights and their sequencing, road
signs and speed limit signs.
Basically, urban infrastructure is a combination of cyber physical systems that are integrated to physical
independent components. CPSs comprise of interconnected physical objects such as sensors, computing elements,
networking objects etc. In smart Cities, CPSs must accomplish main three tasks, which are collecting data, deciding
which efficient processes have to be run and controlling physical components. Following we present briefly the
main threats that intimidate urban infrastructure’s integrity:
 Eavesdropping: implant eavesdropping tools in specific network for spying on communication channels,
capturing the network traffic behavior and getting the network map. Eavesdropping is dangerous threat that
leads to break down the integrity and confidentiality which causes financial and personal failures.
 Theft: it affects urban infrastructure by stealing intangible stuff such as sensitive data, information,
credentials, software and cryptographic keys; and by stealing tangible physical objects such as hand held
devices (smartphones, laptops, and tablets, etc.) and technological equipment. It breaks down systems’
availability and confidentiality, which causes financial shortages and reputational loose.
 Denial of Service DoS: is to overflow connections until services and devices relying on this connection are
blocked. DoS attacks affect the availability of systems or connections.
 Other threats can be caused accidentally by hardware failure, software crashing, environment and nature
behavior and vendors and manufacturer end of support. Such threats affect the availability and integrity of
infrastructure systems, which causes deficiency in production and service providing.
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3.2. Data/Information Privacy in Smart Cities
Smart Cities deal with huge quantities of real time data and related technologies that is data-driven technologies
that act on, generate, process, run, and produce data. Smart Cities have many resources producing different types of
data. Among these resources are systems that continuously produce fine-scaled and exclusive data. These systems
are widespread in smart cities and the data they produce are called big data 14,15. Other systems transform small and
traditional data into infrastructure datasets that are used in several ways. There are systems that make locked data
available for public- called open data. One more systems are machine learning related systems that develop new data
and data analytics. All these urban data are used to run smart city technologies, so it is important to keep these vast
amounts of data and information secure. Moreover, it is necessary to maintain the privacy of locked data and
personal data and to make sure that they are not intentionally or accidentally reached or accessed. Privacy is ensured
by protecting five privacy related issues: protecting identities that indicate protecting personnel and their
confidential data; protecting people areas that indicate to protect each one’s space and properties; protecting
locations which indicate preventing spatial tracking; communication protection which indicate not to eavesdrop any
kind of conversations; and finally, transactions protection that protect every single purchase, exchange and query.
The privacy related issues can be classified in to three categories of privacy: communication, individual and
business privacy16 (Table 1).
Table 1.Privacy-related challenges and violations
Category

Privacy-Related Challenge

Violations
Eavesdropping

DOS
Communication
Privacy

 M2M communication
 Citizen to smart
communication

city

Man-in-the-Middle attack
Side Channel Attacks
Identification
Secondary use

Phishing
Business
Privacy

 Banking
 E-commerce

Spoofing
Attacks to data integrity

Description
To spy on all kinds of conversations and recordings
and to listen to communication channels; or we
may say reading data by unauthorized readers17 .
To block all system’s operations by using its radio
signals for broadcasting devices for malicious
purposes; or we may say to blind smart cities18.
Intercept communication channels to manipulate
transmitted data, and falsified operators’ actions 16
To use whatever reached information about the
physical implementation of computing tasks such
as power consumption and execution time 19, 20
Linking data and information to whom they belong.
Using data and information collected according to
specific permission and particular use for another
unpermitted purposes.
To impersonate trusted reputable party for gaining
critical information such as passwords and credit
cards n40bers via emails and instant messages 21.
To duplicate data by third malicious and send it to
the reader after revealing the security protocol16.
Get information about customers and networks and
inject false data to system’s monitoring centre22.

4. Conclusion
Smart City’s cyber security is very important issue that involves considering several security concerns about
technology, applications, infrastructure and information/data. Mainly cyber security is affected by the emergent
integration of technologies and the resulted intensive communication, high complexity and high interdependency,
which leads to unbounded attack surface and cryptography-related issues. Cyber security of smart cities is an
important issue that needs international collaboration, which includes experts from all over the world.
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